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In a material with a Kerr nonlinearity such as glass it is possible to generate the third harmonic of an incident
wave, however in general, due to material dispersion such a process is not phase-matched and so rarely occurs with
any useful efﬁciency. The theory of third harmonic generation thus remained a theoretical curiousity which meant
that the work of Armstrong et al. [1] who found an analytic solution to the problem (which was further extended
by Puell and Vidal [2]) has been forgotten resulting in later authors having to re-derive similar solutions [3]. The
later work was inﬂuenced by the fact that efﬁcient third harmonic generation is possible in waveguides using modal
dispersion to ensure phase matching between light at frequency ! in the fundamental mode and light at frequency
3! in a higher order mode. Such phase matching is only possible in nanowires where the diameter of the waveguide
is less than the wavelength of light and typically the refractive index contrast is large since the cladding is usually
assumed to be air. Futhermore since the early work of Armstrong et al. the availability of high power lasers at
different wavelengths has greatly increased and so it is possible to consider the nonlinear interaction of two strong
pump beams coupled by a third order nonlinearity and there is thus a need to re-examine the problem looking more
generally at the different types of solutions. Assuming that the interactions take place within an optical waveguide




















where the various Ji coefﬁcients are related to the modal overlaps between the fundamental and third harmonic
ﬁelds [3]. In Eqs. (1) A1 is the slowly varying amplitude of the fundamental ﬁeld at frequency ! while A3 is the
envelope of the third harmonic ﬁeld at frequency 3!. The Kerr nonlinearity is given by n(2) while k1 = !=c. The
phase matching is determined by  = (3!) (!). Even though we have assumed that the interaction occurs in
an optical waveguide the equations are formally identical to those considered by Armstrong et al. for plane wave
interactions with only the relative ratios of the coefﬁcients being different. Indeed this is one of the main attractions
of doing these experiments in a waveguide geometry, since by careful design of the waveguides it is possible both
to engineer a small value of the phase mismatch  but also to control the relative sizes of the different modal
overlaps. Note that it is also possible to deﬁne the modes so that J3 is always purely real and so we will assume
that this is the case throughout this paper.
The deﬁnition of the ﬁbre modes used to derive Eqs. 1 implies that the power in each mode is given jAij2 and
so conservation of energy immediately implies that jA1j2+jA3j2 is constant [which can be also proved easily from
Eqs. (1)]. This allows us to introduce the real variables v, 1 and 3 through:
A1 = P0v(z)ei1(z); A3 = P0(1   v)ei3(z) (2)
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3(J1   4J2 + J5)
2J3
(4c)andP0 is the total power in the systemand  can be considered a normalised distance. Startingfrom these equations
other authors have looked at how the third harmonic grows from noise and have found analytic solutions for this.
However we are interested in the more general case in which both the fundamental and 3rd harmonic beams are
initially non-zero. This general case has not previously been examined as far as we know. It is also worth noting
that introducing the variables v; 1 and 2 leads to some unphysical solutions as well as eliminating the physical
solution of A1(z) = 0; A3(z) 6= 0. However as long as we are aware of this it does not cause signiﬁcant problems
and such solutions can be eliminated (or found) using a different parameterization.
In order to solve Eqs. (3) we start by noticing that they can be derived from a Hamiltonian
H =  av   bv2 + 2v
p
v(1   v)cos (5)
which is independent of  and so is a conserved quantity[2,4]. For any particular trajectory starting from (v0;0)
there is a corresponding value of H(v0;0) = H0 and so we can use Eq. (5) to solve for () in terms of v and
H0. This leaves one equation for v which can be rewritten as
_ v2 = 4v3 (1   v)  
 
H0 + av + bv22
= Q(v) (6)
where Q(v) is a quartic polynomial. The standard solutions to such an equation are given in terms of elliptic
functions[5]. Also note that H0 = 0 corresponds to the case where there is no initial third harmonic and the
explicit solutions in this regime where given by Armstrong et al. [1]. These analytic solutions are useful since they
show how the ﬁnal state of the system depend on the parameters of the problem such as the initial power P0. They
also provide a useful check on numerical solutions to ensure that what is observed is real rather than a numerical
artifact (see for example the rapid phase evolution in Fig.2a). However in many cases sufﬁcient insight can be
found by looking a contour plot of H for different values of a and b. Here each contour corresponds to a different
trajectory and it is easy to see the ﬁxed points and whether or not they are stable. Three typical contour plots are
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Contour plots of the Hamiltonian for three different cases. In the ﬁrst a =  20 and b = 16. In the second a = b = 0 and in the third
a = b = 1.
Stationary Solutions
In order to understand the general behaviour of the solutions it is useful to ﬁrst characterise the ﬁxed points. Eqs. (3)
permit three types of stationary solutions. The ﬁrst is when v = 0, the second is when v = 1 and the last is when
sin = 0. The ﬁxed point at v = 1 is unphysical since the original equations do not have a similar ﬁxed point
while the ﬁxed point at v = 0 is physical but it is uninteresting as physically it represents all of the light being in
the third harmonic and while this is a valid solution it is also an unstable one. It is worth nothing that an immediate
consequent of v = 0 and v = 1 being ﬁxed points is that complete harmonic conversion efﬁciency can never be
achieved since that would require a trajectory starting from one ﬁxed point and ending on another. The case when
sin = 0 is more interesting since that implies that cos = 1 and so requiring that _  = 0 is equivalent to solving
a cubic equation for v. Since a cubic equation always has at least one real root we can show that there is always
one ﬁxed point for the system (i.e. there is always a real root to the cubic between 0 and 1). There can also be 3
ﬁxed points as in Fig. 1(a),(b) and numerically such cases appear to have more interesting dynamics than the case
of a single ﬁxed point. We have also analysed the conditions for the stability of the ﬁxed points and these results
will be presented at the conference.
Seeded Third Harmonic Generation
Previously most authors have concentrated on the problem of efﬁcient 3rd harmonic generation and have shown
that maximum conversion efﬁciency occurs when a = b = 0. The possible trajectories here are shown in Fig. 1(b),
(nothing that v = 1 corresponds to all the power being in the fundamental) which however does not show anything
about the ﬁbre length required to obtain maximum 3rd harmonic. Instead we solve the original ODE’s for a variety
of cases, the ﬁrst when v(0) = 0:999 and a = b = 0. This result is shown in Fig. 2(a) and shows maximumconversion efﬁciency. In contrast in Fig. 2(b) and (c) we set a = 7 and b =  6:8 corresponding to realistic values
for a soft-glass ﬁbre taper. In both cases v = 0:9 and we vary theta from  in Fig. 2(b) to  + 2:5 in Fig. 2(c). It is
clear that changing the initial phase has a dramatic effect on the amount of third harmonic generated (from nearly
80% to less than 13%) while the length required for maximum conversion efﬁciency also changes signiﬁcantly.
While the effect of the initial phase is not surprising for a parametric process it shows that with careful control






















































































































Fig. 2. (a) Growth of the 3rd harmonic for v(0) = 0:99999 and a = b = 0. (b) Growth of the 3rd harmonic for v(0) = 0:9; (0) =  and
(c)  =  + 2:5. In (b) and (c) a = 7 and b =  6:8 corresponding to realistic parameters for a soft glass ﬁbre taper.
Conclusions and Discussion In this work we have extended the analysis of Armstrong et al. on third harmonic
generation to look at more general interactions between two co-propagating beams at the fundamental and third
harmonic in a (3) nonlinear waveguide. We have found cases of stable and bistable behaviour along with inter-
esting phase effects. Importantly the parameters determining the possible solutions depend on the mode overlaps
which for an optical nanowire can be engineered to have a wide range of values. As efﬁcient third harmonic in
optical nanowires has already been observed it the more interesting dynamics presented in this paper should be
capable of being observed and utilised in the near future.
Practically we note that in most experiments the wavelength of the source can usually be tuned somewhat
allowing considerable variations in  and so we can always set a to any required value. The parameter b is ﬁxed
by the parameters of the taper and so cannot be varied during the course of an experiment. However there is scope
for altering b by choosing which modes are phase-matched and also the precise taper diameter.
PhysicallyinderivingtheoriginalPDE’sanumberofapproximationshavebeenmade.Firstlywehaveassumed
that no Raman nonlinearity is present which again is something that can be avoided since the power required here
are low since the interaction is nearly phase matched. Secondly we have neglected the effect of spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion. Such an effect would be small but would for example be dominant if we only launched
the third harmonic into the ﬁbre when it would need to be included as an additional noise term. Since any paramet-
ric ﬂuorecsence light would grow from vacuum noise the length scales involved would be considerablely longer
than than any practical optical nanowire (kms as opposed to mm).
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